TC32G OLD THERMOSTAT TROUBLESHOOTING

temperature controller changing

1、Screw off the screws(four) of the back panel, and remove the back panel,

2、Take out shelves

3、Take out the drip tray
4. Reverse the unit

5. Take off the fixation of the temperature controlling sensor

6. Take off the screws(two) of the temperature controlling sensor
7. Release the screw of the evaporator board

8. Take off the evaporator board, pay attention to the angle, prevent the evaporator tube from rupturing

9. Adjust the temperature sensor
10、 Remove the temperature button

11、 Take off the screws(four) of the front panel, and remove the front panel

12、 Screw off the screw of the temperature controlling box

13、 Take out the temperature controlling box
14. Screw off the screw of the temperature controller

15. Take off the inserting piece

16. Take off the earth screw
17. Take out the temperature controller, and do changing

18. Chang a new temperature controller, and fix it in the box

19. Fix the new sensor in about 10cm, and do adjusting
20. Fix the sensor, and fix the evaporator board

21. Fix the fixation of the temperature controller

22. Install the drip tray

23. Fix the pane

24. Fix the pane and the button
25. Put in the shelves